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 PROJECT PROFILE

Not only was it a requirement to ensure 
continuity of operations to the site’s 
two other existing rides, but it was also 
required that the railway be constructed 
while the existing structure remained 
largely operational. The staged approach 
was essential to allow safe public access 
to parts of the existing platforms.

The physical size of items was not 
the greatest challenge for applying 
corrosion protection for this project, but 
rather due to the quantity and volume 
of steel being processed, the planning, 
staging and scheduling of each load of 
steel was critical and had to be done 
right to avoid any mix ups of steel 
sections relating to different stages of 
the project.

All up, the project called for 164 tonnes 
of hot dip galvanized steelwork for the 
popular tourist attraction located at 
Katoomba in NSW’s Blue Mountains for 
new loading and unloading platforms 
and stairs for top and bottom stations, 
service walkways, bottom station towers, 
module walkways, equipment platforms 
and a balcony extension, totalling 
17,855 individual steel components.

Nepean business, Galserv® was awarded 
the hot dip galvanizing by longstanding 
steel fabricator, Combell Steelfab with 
which the business has a long and 
close relationship, creating an ad hoc 
delivery plan spanning two months, 
focussing on quick turnarounds for 
full semi loads of material fabricated, 

galvanized and delivered to site on time. 
SKM and PMDL led the design on behalf 
of the Scenic World, while Grindley 
Construction managed the complex 
building and construction process.

Galserv® treated the support structures 
for the new upper and lower platforms 
and all stairways and maintenance 
access walkways, some of which were 
installed at an incredible incline of 
52 degrees on the track leading into the 
Jamison Valley.

According to the project’s Account 
Manager at Galserv®, Adam Chessell, 
it was recognised right from the outset 
that the sustained short turnaround 
time was going to represent the greatest 

Keeping 
steep task 
on track

challenge for Galserv® to meet the 
fabricator’s requirements.

“The average turnaround time was three 
days, but it was not uncommon to be 
given a call with specific items needing 
to be processed overnight or even on the 
same day,” he said.

“The challenge was met by operating 
three shifts 24 hours a day, facilitated 
by the close understanding between 
ourselves and Combell forged over 
many years.”

Not only that, he said the sheer 
mountain terrain meant access would 
make any rework extremely difficult 
and costly, so a low maintenance 
requirement was critical.

A Bell UH1H helicopter was required 
to handle the installation, with some 
sections even having to be lowered into 
place weaving through the complex web 
of the existing steel support structure, so 
having to reinstall components later on 
could prove costly.

“Hot dip galvanizing was the obvious 
solution providing a robust finish 
ideal for material handling during 
transportation which eliminated the 

need for expensive onsite touch ups,” 
Mr Chessell said.

“The nature of the project demanded 
that the highest quality was maintained 
at all times but with the added pressure 
of very short lead times, so pre-planning 
was essential to ensure a relatively 
smooth flow of production,” he said.

“The key was about knowing exactly 
what the customer needed and 
wanted at all times, achieved through 
regular consultation and a high degree 
of pre-planning.

“During the consultation, much focus 
was given to the design and fabrication 
to ensure the optimum finish and to 
eliminate all drainage and venting 
concerns to allow for a high quality 
finish every time.

“Stringent quality control was adhered 
to ensuring material was readily 
identifiable and traceable through 
accurate paperwork and materials lists.

“Delivering a consistent, high quality 
galvanized finish on time meant 
that the upgrade did not overly 
interfere with the operation of existing 
railway adjacent.

“Importantly, the galvanizing finish 
is aesthetically appealing in its 
surrounding environment and will 
remain so for years to come with the 
advantage of never having to have its 
coating reapplied.

“Clearly, the choice of galvanizing 
represented a logical fit-for-purpose 
and best overall solution for this world 
class tourist attraction with a long 
design life.”

The project recently won the 2014 
Engineering Projects category of the 
Australian Steel Institute’s NSW/ACT 
Steel Excellence Awards, the 2013 MBA 
National Commercial Construction 
Award (Civil/Infrastructure under 
$25m) along with multiple State MBA 
Awards, and is an entry into this year’s 
Galvanizers Association of Australia 
Sorel Awards.

A 12 minute documentary of the 
construction is available at https://www.
youtube.com/watch?v=VkWmCayL3_w

Alan Marshall c/o Australian Steel 
Institute on behalf of the Galvanizers 
Association of Australia

Close collaboration between the steel 

fabricator and galvanizer allowed 

for a staged provision of thousands 

of individual parts for an extensive 

redevelopment of the world’s steepest 

incline railway within a tight time frame 

to allow Scenic World to continually 

operate during construction.


